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QUESTION 1

A company wants to implement business continuity, and the cloud solution architect needs to design the correct
solution. Which of the following will provide the data to measure business continuity? (Choose two.) 

A. A service-level agreement 

B. Automation scripts 

C. Playbooks 

D. A network diagram 

E. A backup and restore 

F. A recovery time objective 

Correct Answer: AF 

 

QUESTION 2

A cloud administrator needs to implement a mechanism to monitor the expense of the company\\'s cloud resources.
Which of the following is the BEST option to execute this task with minimal effort? 

A. Ask the cloud provider to send a daily expense report 

B. Set custom notifications for exceeding budget thresholds 

C. Use the API to collect expense information from cloud resources 

D. Implement a financial tool to monitor cloud resource expenses 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following cloud deployment models allows a company to have full control over its IT infrastructure? 

A. Private 

B. Cloud within a cloud 

C. Hybrid 

D. Public 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/private-cloud 
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QUESTION 4

An organization purchased new servers with GPUs for render farms. The servers have limited CPU resources. Which of
the following GPU configurations will be the MOST optimal for virtualizing this environment? 

A. Dedicated 

B. Shared 

C. Passthrough 

D. vGPU 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A systems administrator has migrated an internal application to a public cloud. The new web server is running under a
TLS connection and has the same TLS certificate as the internal application that is deployed. However, the IT
department reports that only internal users who are using new versions of the OSs are able to load the application home
page. 

Which of the following is the MOST likely cause of the issue? 

A. The local firewall from older OSs is not allowing outbound connections 

B. The local firewall from older OSs is not allowing inbound connections 

C. The cloud web server is using a self-signed certificate that is not supported by older browsers 

D. The cloud web server is using strong ciphers that are not supported by older browsers 

Correct Answer: B 
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